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ü The rich and long history of 
Michigan Language Assessment

ü Highly reliable and valid language 
assessments, underpinned by 
ongoing research

ü Every test taker is given the 
opportunity to prove their English 
language skills

What We Represent



Michigan Language Assessment helps people achieve their education and 
career goals by providing trusted English language exams.

Who We Are

Michigan Language 
Assessment is a not-for-

profit collaboration 
between the University of 
Michigan and Cambridge 
Assessment English, two 
institutions with long and 
distinguished histories in 

the field of language 
assessment.



• Secure test offered at least
once a month

• For ages 15 (high school) to adult

• Revised January 2019 

• Multilevel test of high-beginner to 
advanced levels (CEFR A2-C1) 

• Available as 2-skills (listening and 
reading only) or 4-skills test 

Michigan English Test

CEFR Levels:



To offer a Certificate of Achievement that 
features logos of the University of Michigan 
& Cambridge Assessment English

To provide clear and detailed score report 
with CEFR-aligned results for each each skill

To suit your test taker needs for either a 
2-skills or 4-skills exam

To offer a multilevel exam suited to a class 
of students at different proficiency levels 

Why Choose the MET?



Results are aligned to CEFR levels to clearly 
certify a level of English proficiency.

You can have confidence in MET results 
knowing that the exam is always administered 
under secure conditions.

Confidence in Results

Certificates and score reports feature the logos 
of both the University of Michigan and 
Cambridge Assessment English.

Language programs can meet the need to 
verify progress or readiness for next courses.



MET Recognition & Use

• Institutions of higher education
• Multilevel language schools
• Governments & ministries

• Scholarship agencies & programs
• Employers (private & government)
• Binational institutions



Quality Support

Access to customizable marketing pieces 
and print-ready marketing material

Free sample test and teacher seminars 
available on our website

Free Teacher Seminar Series and 
PowerPoint presentations  

Prompt and friendly customer service from 
our team



• Paper/pencil based
• Two skills or four skills 

(writing/speaking optional)
• Listening: 5 parts, 30 minutes
• Reading: 2 parts, 30 minutes
• Writing: 3 parts, 30 minutes
• Speaking: 4 parts, 10 minutes

Format

CEFR Levels:

Content
• Topics taken from social, 

workplace, and educational 
domains

• Focus on topics from 
educational domains



MET
Detailed Description of Test Sections



Listening

Listening Test 
Overview

• Three parts
• 35 minutes total
• 50 questions
• Audio script input and 

questions are played 
only once

• Questions are also 
printed in test booklet

Skills

• Understand and identify 
main ideas and speaker’s 
purpose

• Understand vocabulary 
and supporting details

• Draw inferences and 
conclusions

• Understand pragmatic 
implications and rhetorical 
functions

Format of Listening Test

Part 1: 19 short 2-person 
conversations

Part 2: 4 longer 2-person 
conversations

Part 3: 4 short talks



Listening Part 1
Input

Short conversation consisting of two speakers with 2 to 4 turns and lasting 15 to 25 seconds, 
followed by one question. Questions are heard on the audio and printed in the test booklet.

Sample Audio
Woman: Excuse me. Could you tell me where today’s guest lecture will be held?

Man: Unfortunately the speaker is sick. So it won’t be happening today after all. 
There’s a notice about the new date and time posted on the university 
homepage.

Woman: Oh, okay. I guess I’ll check the website.

Question: What does the man say about the lecture?

Response choices

A. It will happen later.
B. It has already ended.
C. It can be seen online.
D. Its location has been changed.



Listening Part 2
Input

Longer conversation between two people, followed by 3-4 questions. The conversation and 
questions are heard only once, but questions are also printed in the test booklet.

Sample Audio
Narrator: Listen to a conversation in a store. 
M1: What can I help you with today?
W1: Well, I just moved to town, and I need to get a lot of 

things...sofa, kitchen table and chairs, some lamps...the 
only thing I don’t need is a bed.

M1: Okay. Why don’t we take it one room at a time? Lets start 
with the kitchen. Uh...these are the tables and chairs that 
we have. Most of the tables are big enough to seat four to 
eight, but some are just for two.

W1: Its just me, and I don’t cook much. Plus, the kitchen is 
pretty narrow. I kind of like that set, the small table with the 
glass top and the leather chairs...how much is it?

M1: The table and the chairs are priced separately. The table is 
five hundred dollars, and each chair is two hundred, so if 
you got it with two chairs, it would be nine hundred.

W1: Nine hundred dollars for a table and two chairs?! That’s 
outrageous. Do you have anything more reasonable?

M1: Actually, that is one of the least expensive tables we have. 
Wooden tables are even more.

W1: Really. I think Ill have to shop around. Sorry

Sample Questions:

1. What does the woman want to do?
A. buy furniture
B. learn to cook
C. build a new kitchen
D. return a chair she bought

2. Why does the woman mention cooking?
A. to invite the man to dinner
B. to ask the man to teach her
C. to tell why she wants a big kitchen
D. to explain the size of table she needs

3. What does the woman mean when she says:
“I think I’ll have to shop around?”

A. She will talk to the manager.
B. She will go to a different store.
C. She will  come back with a friend.
D. She will take the man’s suggestion.



Listening Part 3
Input

Short talks by one person, followed by several questions. The talk and questions are heard only 
once; questions are also printed in the test booklet.

Sample Audio
Listen to part of a radio program.
M1: Tonight is the start of daylight saving time, also known as DST. This 

means we'll be moving our clocks ahead one hour, giving us an extra 
hour of daylight all summer. Many are now arguing that daylight saving 
time should be used year round, due to its supposed economic benefits.
When DST originated in the mid-1900s, supporters said that it would 
reduce energy consumption because when people arrived home from 
work, they wouldn't turn on lights since it was still bright outside. This, in 
fact, is true. But something wasn't anticipated at the time: the rise of home 
air conditioning.
Home air conditioning is now common in the United States. So nowadays, 
while people still aren't turning lights on when they get home, they are 
running their air conditioners, which use much more power. 
Economists have confirmed this by studying DST in the state of Indiana. 
For years, not all parts of Indiana used DST. Eventually the government 
decided the entire state would use daylight saving time. Therefore, it was 
easy to compare the before-and-after power usage of the areas where 
DST was being implemented for the first time. The economists found that 
energy usage actually went up after daylight saving time was used. 
So it turns out that DST doesn't provide many people with an economic 
benefit. However, people do enjoy having more daylight after work to be 
outside. The value of that is hard to measure; you can't really put a 
price on spending a few hours in the park with your family on a 
weekday evening.

Sample Questions:
1. What is the speaker mainly talking about?
A. how daylight saving time affects energy use
B. why daylight saving time was invented
C. why daylight saving time should be extended
D. how daylight saving time affects companies

2. What is the speaker’s attitude about daylight 
savings time?

A. It has benefits other than energy conservation.
B. It needs to be studied in other areas.
C. It benefits only a small group of people.
D. It should be used all the time.

3. What does the speaker mean when he says: 
“But something wasn’t anticipated at the time.”?

A. Something important was not expected.
B. People look forward to daylight savings time.
C. Not everyone likes daylight savings time.
D. Something was not calculated accurately.



Reading

Reading Test Overview

• Three parts
• 50 multiple choice 

questions
• 65 minutes total

Skills

• Understand main idea and 
identify purpose

• Identify supporting details
• Understand vocabulary in 

context
• Draw inferences and 

conclusions
• Understand rhetorical 

function
• Synthesize ideas

Format of Reading Test

Part 1: Grammar items
Part 2: Extended Reading 

Passages
Part 3: Two sets of 

thematically linked 
reading passages



Reading Part 1: Grammar
Format
One-sentence gap-fill questions items testing a variety of grammar structures, with a majority of items focusing 
on academic topics.

Sample Questions
1. Students who study daily __________ high levels of academic 

success.
A. are capable of achieving
B. are capable to achieve
C. capability of achieving
D. capability to achieve

2. All ___________ access to clean, safe drinking water.
A. people should
B. people should have
C. should have people
D. should people have

3. I’ll put the  box on the seat between you and ___________.
A. I
B. me
C. my
D. mine



Reading Part 2: Extended Reading Passages

Input

Extended reading passages about a range of general or academic topics.

Sample Questions:

1. According to the passage, what happened at 
early world’s fairs? 

A. Popular products were sold. 

B. Entertaining shows were performed. 

C. Scientific theories were tested.

D. Technological advances were displayed. 

2. Why does the author mention London’s 1851 
and Chicago’s 1893 fairs in paragraph 2? 

A. to illustrate the visual appeal of old fairs 

B. to explain how world fair locations were chosen 

C. to suggest that fairs attracted wealthy audience

D. to show where some fair items were invented

This passage is about world’s fairs.
Elevators, telephones, televisions—crowds marveled at these 
scientific wonders when they were introduced. These inventions may 
now be used by millions of people on a daily basis, but once they 
were found exclusively at world’s fairs.
Early world’s fairs in the 1800s captivated audiences, exposing them 
to the latest ideas within distinctive and impressive structures. 
Significant examples are London’s Great Exhibition of 1851, housed 
within a “Crystal Palace,” a massive temporary glass building 
supported by a cast iron frame, and Chicago’s World’s Columbian 
Exposition of 1893 with its over two-hundred buildings and 
structures erected specifically for the fair in neoclassical architectural 
style, including fountains reminiscent of those in Rome. These fairs 
served as educational forums, gathering people from around the 
globe to share new developments and witness progress.
In the 1900s, with New York’s 1939–1940 fair themed “Building the 
World of Tomorrow,” world’s fairs took on a new role—that of 
addressing global issues. While technological advances remained an 
important feature of those events, audiences began to see world’s 
fairs as a means to support cross-cultural dialogue and the exchange 
of possible solutions to social and political conflict. In harmony with 
this purpose, the highly successful Expo 67, held in Montreal, 
Canada, featured the United Nations—an international organization 
whose stated mission is to achieve world peace—alongside the 
dozens of countries participating in the exhibition.
…



Reading Part 3

[referring to section C]
In the first sentence, why does the author 
refer to the health benefits of eating 
chocolate as purported?

A. There is strong evidence to support 
them.

B. They are short term.
C. They are not commonly known.
D. There is doubt about them.

Sample Questions:
[referring to section A]:
What is the purpose of the advertisement?

A. to explain how to buy a new product
B. to describe where a new product is 

made
C. to offer customers a discount on a new 

product
D. to encourage people to taste a new 

product



Writing

• Two tasks
• 45 minutes total
• Three questions on a 

related theme, plus one 
longer essay question

• Handwritten in test 
booklet

Skills Elicited Format of Writing Test

Task 1: Three questions on 
a related theme 
requiring 
progressively more 
complex answers

Task 2: A short multi-
paragraph essay

Writing Test Overview

• Answer questions about a 
personal experience, including 
supporting details

• Express a preference or opinion
• Express ideas using a range of 

appropriate vocabulary
• Use appropriate cohesive 

devices and create a logical 
progression of ideas



Writing Test Details

Task 1 Sample Writing Prompt

Instructions

Write sentences to answer the questions.

Task 2 Sample Writing Prompt

Instructions

• Write paragraphs to answer the question.

• Write about 1 to 2 pages. Your test will be 
marked down if it is extremely short.1. What is your favorite place to travel? 

How often have you been there?

2. What do you like about it and why?

3. Tell us about the last time you went 
there.

According to most doctors, adults need 
30 minutes of physical activity at least 
five days a week to be healthy. 
However, most adults do not get this 
recommended amount of exercise. 
What can be done to help people get 
the exercise they need? Give examples 
to support your answer.



Writing Test Evaluation & Scoring Criteria
Evaluated by trained raters for several key writing skills

Rating criteria include

• Grammatical Accuracy

• Vocabulary

• Mechanics

• Cohesion and organization

• Task completion



Speaking

Speaking Test 
Overview

•Face-to-face, one-on-
one interaction with 
examiner

•2 Parts
•Approximately 10 

minutes total

Skills Elicited

•Convey information 
about a picture

•Convey personal 
information

•Give a supported 
opinion

•State advantages and 
disadvantages

Format of Speaking 
Test

Part 1: 3 tasks
Picture description
Personal experience
Supported opinion
•Part 2: 2 tasks
•advantages & 

disadvantages
•convincing argument



Speaking Part 1
Input

Illustration of a scene with two or more people in a familiar location, followed by 3 prompts.

Sample Prompts:

Task 1:

Describe the office.

Task 2:

Tell me about when you waited for someone.

Task 3:

Some people like to work in offices. Other 
people like to work outdoors. What kind of work 
do you like to do?



Speaking Part 2

Task 1
Your friend is thinking about leaving college so he can play music full time. He 
wants to take time to travel with his rock band while he is still young. What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of this idea?

Task 2
The number of students at a local school has grown. Some teachers have 
suggested moving the students to a new school building to solve this problem. 
Many parents think this is a bad idea. I am the school Principal. Tell me what you 
think about this idea and try to convince me to agree with you.



Speaking Test Evaluation & Scoring Criteria
Evaluated locally by trained examiners
Rating Criteria

• Task completion: relevance, supporting detail and elaboration

• Linguistic resources: range and accuracy of vocabulary and 
grammatical accuracy

• Intelligibility: pronunciation, fluency, and clarity of message

Speaking Examiner Training

• Self-access online training program

• No cost to examiners



Michigan English Test. Why?

•Quality

•Security

•Affordability
•Value



Quality Development Process

• Content developed by expert 
language assessment 
professionals

• Rigorous test item development 
process

• Consistently high test reliability

• Statistical methods ensure that 
scores are comparable across 
forms 

• Backed by both the University of 
Michigan and Cambridge 
Assessment English



Security

• New test content for each 
administration 

• 2 versions (forms) per 
administration 

• All test materials are kept 
secure from conception to 
distribution



Value

• One assessment tool for multiple 
proficiency levels

• Train administrators on one exam, 
instead of multiple exams based on 
proficiency levels

• Time and cost savings with 
electronic return of test materials

• Free sample test online
• Free preparation and study 

materials available online



ü Results are aligned to the CEFR

ü Results are certified by both 
the University of Michigan & 
Cambridge Assessment English

ü Every test taker receives a score 
report  and has the option to order 
an official certificate

The Certificate & 
Score Report



Thank You!


